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Editorial

Who’s Holding Up the Queue? Delay in
Treatment of Rheumatoid Arthritis

Much emphasis has been placed on early diagnosis and

treatment of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) in order to optimize

outcomes for our patients. Numerous studies have identified

the clinical and radiological benefits of early initiation of

disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARD)1,2,3,4,5,6,

and new American College of Rheumatology/European

League Against Rheumatism (ACR/EULAR) classification

criteria for RA appear aimed at identifying RA earlier7.

Unfortunately, the practicalities of achieving the goal of

early treatment depend on optimal performance of the med-

ical system. There are many hurdles to overcome before a

patient with joint symptoms presents to a rheumatologist.

First, the patient has to recognize that they have a medical

problem that warrants mention to their primary healthcare

provider (PCP) and obtain an appointment. We can call this

patient delay. Next, the PCP has to recognize that the patient

may have an inflammatory arthritis that may benefit from

referral to a specialist and complete that referral (PCP

delay). Then there may be significant wait time to see the

rheumatologist, depending on whether there are early arthri-

tis clinics available, or triage systems in place, to facilitate

rapid assessment (rheumatologist delay).

Shiff, et al8 examined the time to referral of pediatric

patients in a prospective multicenter Canadian juvenile idio-

pathic arthritis (JIA) cohort. They examined geographic bar-

riers (distance to specialist), presenting clinical features,

family history, ethnicity, and parental education. Fever,

South Asian ethnicity, and parental education level were

most predictive in their model. An accompanying editorial

by Foster and Rapley9 categorized the barriers to referral as

physical factors (clinical features), recognition of JIA (pro-

longed investigation by other specialists such as an ortho -

pedic surgeon), healthcare provision (geographic distance to

specialist), and sociocultural factors (as an influence on

health-seeking behavior).

Van der Linden, et al10 examined the ramifications of

delayed assessment by specialists for patients with RA in

their Leiden Early Arthritis Clinic cohort and categorized

the delay as being patient-related or GP-related. It was felt

that once a patient was assessed by a rheumatologist, there

was rapid initiation of DMARD. Factors that appeared to

influence delay in assessment by the specialist were mostly

clinical features of the disease such as insidious onset and

normal acute-phase reactants, symmetry, and small-joint

involvement, although that might be due to the priority

given to patients with reactive arthritis, crystal-induced

arthritis, or sarcoidosis. The identification of older age and

female sex as significant factors may work through influ-

ence on health-seeking behavior. An accompanying editori-

al by Bykerk and Emery11 highlights the twin issues of

patient awareness of a problem worth mentioning and pri-

mary care awareness of a problem worth referring. It also

underlines the importance of adverse clinical outcomes

such as radiologic progression as a result of delays in

assessment.

Data from the ESPOIR cohort of patients with early

arthritis in France revealed that the mean time to see a pri-

mary care provider and rheumatologist was 26.3 and 75.5

days, respectively12. Factors associated with more rapid

rheumatology assessment were acute or subacute onset,

persistent joint involvement, fever, or direct access to a

rheumatologist appointment (no longer supported through

the national health insurance system).

A similar cohort of newly diagnosed patients with RA in

19 centers in the UK and Eire was analyzed for delays in

access to DMARD treatment13. The authors were unable to

comment on patient delay, but significant delay was seen

from symptom-onset to PCP referral to a rheumatologist

(median 4 months) and symptom-onset to first DMARD

(median 8 months). Median wait time to see a rheumatolo-

gist was 1 month, and median time to first DMARD from

rheumatologist appointment was also 1 month.

There appears to be consistency among most publica-

tions that rapid initiation of DMARD therapy for both RA

and JIA is occurring when patients are seen by the rheuma-

tology specialist. This reflects the successful dissemination

of the results of years of research showing the longterm

effects of delayed treatment in RA. There is also a consis-

tent message of delay in referring patients to a rheumatolo-

gist by the primary care specialist and less delay due to
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rheumatologist wait times in these published studies. This

consistency remained despite the fact that the studies were

done in 4 different countries.

In this issue of The Journal, Jamal, et al14 report on a ret-

rospective cohort study of newly diagnosed patients with

RA from 15 rheumatologists in the Greater Toronto Area.

Through telephone interviews and retrospective chart

reviews, date of symptom-onset and date of DMARD initi-

ation were determined. The results show roughly 22% of

patients initiating DMARD within 3 months and 48% of

patients initiating DMARD within 6 months. The authors

note that this result is similar to that in other recent studies,

with older studies from the late 1990s finding longer medi-

an time to DMARD initiation. The median time to DMARD

initiation once a rheumatologic assessment has been done

was 0 months. The timely initiation of DMARD by the

rheumatologist is consistent with previous studies in this

area.

In a diagram of the time delays expressed as medians for

the cohort, Jamal, et al show there is a 3-month delay in

symptom-onset to rheumatology referral, most of that being

accounted for by PCP delay and relatively little patient

delay. Time from rheumatology referral to DMARD initia-

tion is 2 months, most of that due to the rheumatology wait

time, and in some cases delay in RA diagnosis.

The authors then conducted a multivariate logistic

regression analysis of predictors of early initiation of

DMARD (3 months). The variables used can be grouped as

patient characteristics, clinical characteristics, and rheuma-

tologist characteristics. The only significant predictor was

swollen joint count at presentation to the rheumatologist.

Some authors have found patient delay to be signifi-

cant15, others less so10. Several studies have identified

patient characteristics such as female sex and older age as

delaying presentation to the rheumatologist based on both

patient and PCP delay10,16, although that was not a factor in

this analysis or in other cohorts15. Jamal, et al actually

report a trend toward significance of increased age and high-

er education in predicting earlier treatment.

Their analysis explored characteristics of rheumatologist

practice demographics, which did not appear to influence

the delay to treatment. This study was conducted over the

Greater Toronto Area, which would have a defined special-

ist density within the referral region and may not be compa-

rable to other regions in North America. One previous study

found specialist density to be a factor contributing to refer-

ral times12. A missed opportunity in this and previous stud-

ies is an analysis of primary care provider characteristics,

which might contribute to our understanding of referral

practices and further guide interventions to improve the

referral process.

The landscape has changed regarding the management of

inflammatory arthritis, with great strides being made to

ensure early detection and institution of therapy. The new

ACR/EULAR guidelines aim to identify disease at an earli-

er stage and there is abundant evidence that earlier treatment

results in better outcomes. There appears to be successful

dissemination of this new management paradigm, as evi-

denced by the many studies that report early institution of

DMARD once the patient is seen by a rheumatologist.

Although the studies cited above did not report significant

wait times to see a specialist, this is likely still a problem,

and strategies to effectively triage patients with inflammato-

ry arthritis need to be evaluated and implemented. Bykerk

and Emery refer to an ACR/EULAR task force being

formed to explore this aspect of the referral delay11. As sug-

gested by Jamal, et al, continued efforts at educating physi-

cians regarding the assessment of arthritis symptoms and

signs are required. Finally, educating the public regarding

the significance of their arthritis symptoms and necessity for

early diagnosis and treatment may enhance “health-seeking

behaviors” and shorten the delays to treatment.
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